Ever Have to Clean Up Oil Spills?

Do your neighborhood streets, fleets or factories ever have to deal with oil leaks?

Support our nonprofit’s green jobs initiative to help keep waterways clean.

We recycle local waste fibers (hair, fur, wool and fleece clippings from salons, pet groomers, and farms) then felt them into mats. You shampoo because hair collects oil!

The U.S. Air Force, Army Corps of Engineers and University of Technology, Sydney, Australia have tested these materials and found them to be extremely efficient and ecological.

We are seeking public works departments, storm drain managers, airports, harbors, soil erosion prevention projects, mechanics, bus depots, oil and grease collection sheds...

Please contact us if you have uses for oil spill hair mats at your location!

For more information: matteroftrust.org team@matteroftrust.org